A B S T R A C T This paper presents a simulation study of TCP performance over congested ATM local area networks.
Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [ 161 has emerged as a standard which offers integration of different classes of service as well as scalability in terms of network size and speed. While the early focus on ATM was mainly on wide-area networks, the driving force behind this new technology is increasingly coming from local-area applications. The need for an ATM local area network (LAN) to support existing protocols (e.g., TCP/IP [61) transparently is key to its adoption in the local-area environment.
In traditional shared medium LANs, congestion control for the LAN is handled by the medium access control (MAC) protocol. Once a network device gains access to the shared medium, it has the full bandwidth to itself. Other contending network devices must wait until the shared medium becomes free. In ATM LANs, the MAC protocol is removed, and as a result the congestion control it provides is also removed. Each network device can transmit at the full link bandwidth, and can thus potentially cause congestion at some output ports of an ATM switch.
For constant-bit-rate (CBR) and variablc-bit-rate (VBR) [8] services, an ATM network provides guarantee to the quality of service (QoS) in terms of a set of pararnctcrs specifying bandwidth, delay, and jitter bounds. For these services, congestion control is administered through admission control and bandwidth allocation. If an ATM network cannot deliver the resources requested by a conncction request, the connection request will be rejected at call setup time. For "Best-Effort", or available-bit-rate (ABR) service, the resource requirements are not specified. Therefore, admission control and bandwidth allocation cannot be used to provide congestion control for ABR services.
The problem of cell loss as a result of congestion in an ATM network is well-recognized 12, 9, 71. A numbcr of congestion control schemes have been proposed for ATM networks. The Forward Explicit Congestion Notification (FECN) scheme [20] and the Backward Explicit Congestion Notification (BECN) scheme [lS] are two examples of reactive rate-based schemes. In the FECN scheme, a cell is marked at the point of congestion and then forwarded to its destination as usual. After receiving the marked cell, the destination node send an explicit congestion notification to the source to throttle back its transmission rate. The BECN scheme differs from the FECN scheme in that congestion notifications are sent directly back to the source by the switch experiencing congestion. Both the BECN and FECN schemes can achieve a low cell-loss rate by provisioning sufficient buffers. There are also two proposed credit-based link-by-link flow control schemes, the AN2 flow control [18] and the Flow-Controlled
Virtual Channels (FCVC) [12] scheme. These two schemes are based on virtual-circuits (VC) and require per-VC buffering.
The basic idea in the two schemes is that a sender will not transmit ii cell unless it knows that a buffer is available at the receiver to hold the cell. Credit-based per VC flow control schemes provide fast feedback and are especially effective in handling transient congestion in high-speed data networks. They also guarantees zero cell loss in the absence of hardware errors. Simulation studies on the above congestion control schemes have been presented [ 11, 13, 15, 201 This paper will present a simulation study on TCP performance in a congested ATM LAN. A number of congestion control schemes are simulated: (1) simple cell-drop scheme, where cells arriving at a full queue are simply dropped, (2) AN2 flow control algorithm [18] , a per-VC perhop credit-based scheme, (3) selective "drop-tail'' scheme, where all the cells which belong to the same TCP packet and which arrive afLer the first discarded cell are also discarded, and (4) selective "drop-whole" scheme, where all cells belonging to a "corrupted" TCP packet are dropped.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section I1 provides some background information and related work. Section I11 presents the simulation study. Section IV gives our conclusion and describes future work plans.
Background

AN2's Flow Control Algorithm
The AN2 flow control algorithm proposed by DEC [18] is a per-hop per-VC, credit-based scheme to be used by any switch which has per VC buffer management. As depicted in Figure 1 , the sender maintains a credit balance for each VC initialized to the buffer size at the receiver. For each cell forwarded, the sender decrements the credit balance for the VC by one. No cell will be sent when the credit balance reaches zero. When the receiver has successfully forwarded a cell, a credit is returned to the sender and its credit balance is incrcmented.
Credits are piggybacked onto either a data cell or a null cell traveling in the opposite direction. The AN2 scheme uses the VPI field and the high-order 4 bits of the VCI field of the ATM cell header to carry the credit information. By carrying credits in the cell header, AN2's flow contrcl scheme docs not incur bandwidth overhead. The buffer requirement for this scheme is equal to the product of the targeted VC bandwidth and the round trip propagation delay of thc link between the sender and the receiver. The targeted VC bandwidth can be chosen to be less than or equal to the link bandwidth.
Simulation Tool Our simulation tool is based on the MIT Network Simulator (NetSim) [ 141. NetSim is an event-driven simulator composed of various component modules that send messages to one another. We have built upon the NetSim package by adding various ATM rclated components. These The traffic model for TCP provided by NetSim is a greedy tmffic source; each TCP connection tries to send as much data as fast as it can. The TCP module in NetSim is based on Berkeley Standard Distribution (BSD) version 4.3 which uses the slow-start congestion control and is adaptive to nctwork conditions [IO] . However, instead of employing the BSD slow-timer mechanism for TCP retransmission, NetSim adopted a fist TCP retransmission algorithm. This algorithm retransmits TCP packets immediately after they are timed out; if adopted by workstations, the fast TCP retransmission will incur extra processing overhead to service timer interrupts. Historically, workstations are slower; the slow-timer mech,anism is implemented in order to avoid extra processing overhead. The slow-timer expires every 500 ms; at which time,, TCP will service all TCP packets pending for retransmission. Today's Workstations are much faster; they can handle the processing overhead of the fast TCP retransmissions. However, the need for the fast TCP retransmission algorithm has not been recognized. Similar to advances in workstation, today's networks have also become faste:r and more reliable. Under reliable network, TCP retransmissions are rare exceptions. Therefore, the slow-timer survived and arc still used by most BSD-based workstations. We believe that the TCP performance obtained by workstations wilh the slow-timer mechanism would be much worn: than our simulation results, 
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We selected our simulation parameters based on experimental measurements obtained by DEC and Sandia [ 1, 4] and they are listed in Table 1 .
Note that because of the finite resolution of the simulator clock, the simulated OC-3c link speed is actually 53x8/2.75mS = 154.2 Mbps. Taking into consideration the ATM overhead, the maximum achievable throughput is 154.2~(48/53) = 139.5 Mbps. Also note that the buffer requirement for the AN2 flow control is 5 cells per-hop per VC and it is the amount of memory required to accommodatc the round-trip propagation delay as well as the end processing delay of a hop. In the absence of flow control, the per VC buffer requirement is much larger; it must be large enough to hold cells of a complete TCP packet in order Tor a TCP session to proceed successfully. At 8 Kbyte per packet, the per VC queue size must be equal to or greater than 171 cells. We have chosen a queue size of 256 cells because it is the minimum size that is a power of 2 and allows reasonable TCP performance in our simulation. We have also s e d 256 cells as the queue size for the selective-cell drop simulations. Therefore, in comparing their simulation results, we must keep in mind that the per VC buffer requirement of the credit flow control scheme is 51 times less than required by other schemes. The faimess in the credit-based flow control scheme is further demonstrated by a simulation run in which the TCP packet size (or maximum segment size, mss) for one of the six sessions is reduced from 8 Kbytes to 64bytes. By using a really small TCP mss, the protocol-processing overhead at the two end-stations becomes the dominant factor in determining throughput, resulting in a severely reduced data rate. As shown by Table 2 , the maximum throughput achievable by the 64 byte session in the absence of congestion is 0.758 Mbps. Because a throughput of 0.758 Mbps is much less than one sixth of the OC-3c bandwidth, the credit-bascd flow control mechanism allows the session to retain much of its bandwidth and throttled the other five sessions to share the remaining bandwidth. This is an example where the per VC buffer management can eliminate undesirable interactions between different VCs. Figure 5 plots the cell-loss rate and the TCP retransmission rate as a function of simulation time. With the AN2 flow control, the simulation results show x r o cell-loss and zero TCP retransmission. With the simple cell-drop scheme, the TCP sessions suifered a 6.5% cell-loss, which in turn czused a 38% retransmission in TCP. Traditional packctswitched networks will drop entire data packets during network congestion. The dropped packets will no longer consume bandwidth, buffer, and processing resources on the network.
Simulation Results
Baseline configuration
Later on, the sending workstation needs to retransmit these packets after their acknowledgments havc timed out. While losing packets on a traditional network causes performance degradation, they are not as costly as the penalues incurred by cell-drops in congested ATM networks. The ATM technology segments data packets into many 53-byte ATM cells. When the ccngested ATM switch drops one or more ATM cells of a data packet, the entire data packet is corrupted and has to be retransmitted. Further, lost cells can belong to many different data packets; therefore a small cell-loss rate usually translates into a large TCP retransmission rate. In addition, ATM switchcs do not have the concept of data-packet; therefore, they will mdiscriminately forward all cells, regardless of whether these cells belong to good or corrupted TCP packets. Forwarding cells from corrupted TCP packets wastes network bandwidth, switch buffers, and processing power at the destinal ion end-station to perform cell reassembly.
The average round-trip-time estimated by TCP is presented in Figure 6 . As shown by the graph, the TCP R'ITs are sigiiificantly increased in the flow controlled case. TCP calculates its RTTs based on packets which are successfully delivered and docs not include delays introduced by packet time- Figure 2 . We also studied the effect of increased nctwork congestion on TCP performance. Figure 7 plots the average flow-controlled throughput and RTT, as well as the average throughput for the simple cell-drop scheme. As shown in Figure 7 , the flowcontrolled RTTs scale linearly with the degree of congestion.
A s demonstratcd by results in Table 2 , the increase in TCP RTTs only affects bandwidth-intensive applications such as large file transfers. Thcsc applications are usually insensitive to delay and can achieve high throughput performance using well-tuned TCP window. Besides, link level flow control makes a nctwork more predicvable which will help TCP in making R1T estimations. The ability for TCP to accurately estimate its RTT will help eliminate premature TCP retransmissions and improve TCP performance. Again, the AN2 l'low control achieves full link utilization. The flow-controlled throughput curve in Figure 7 represents a plot of (link bandwidthm) against N, where N is the number of contending sessions. The performance degradation of the simple cell-drop scheme can be clearly seen from the figure. Number of Contending Sessions Figure 8 plots the percent utilization of the interswitch link in Figure 2 , for the W 2 flow control and the simple cell-drop scheme. Results show that with flow control the effective link utilization rises sharply and approaches the steady state value of 100%. With simple cell-drop, the raw link utilization rises slowly and rcaches a lower steady-state value, and its effective link utilization levels off at a steadystate value of 63%. When cells are lost due to network congestion, TCP packets will be corrupted and, as a result, the corrupted packets will be discarded by the destination node. Acknowledgment time-outs will activate TCP's congestion avoidance scheme, the slow start algorithm, which will reduce TCPs window to one maximum transfer unit (MTU); the window recovery is gradual [lo] . When all six sessions are periodically undergoing slow start cycles, the link can be under-utilized. As shown in Figure 8 , the difference between the raw link utilization and the effective link utilization of the non-flow controlled runs is approximately 32% at steady state. Therefore, roughly 117000 useless cells (30% of OC-3 bandwidth) are being processed per second in an already congested ATM network. This is not only a big waste in link bandwidth, but also in buffering and processing at every hop in a network.
Effective Link Utilization
Selective Cell-drop Schemes As shown in the previous section, without ATMlevel flow control, a large percentage of the link bandwidth can be wasted transferring useless cells. If the wasted bandwidth can be used to transport useful cells, significant performance improvement can be realized. To verify this observation, we studied selective cell-drop as a form of congestion control. Selecrive cell-drop schemes require intelligent ATM switches which implements per VC buffering and which will drop cells belonging to the same corrupted TCP packet. We simulated two selective cell-drop schemes for our study. Both schemes require buffering on a per VC basis. The first scheme we simulated is the drop-tail scheme. In this scheme, whenever a per VC queue is full, an incoming cell to the queue is dropped. Subsequent incoming cells to [his queue will be dropped until an End-of-Message (EOM) cell arrives; the EOM cell will not be dropped because it is the TCP packet delimiter in AALS. Therefore, the drop-tail scheme will drop the tail of any IP packet starting from the first cell in the packet which encounters congestion. The advantage of this scheme is that it is relatively easy to implement. However, this scheme does not discard all the cells belonging to the IP packet whose tail was droppcd.
The second scheme we simulated is the drop-whole scheme. In this scheme, in addition to dropping the tail of the IP packet, as in the drop-tail scheme, the head of the packet is also dropped. Whenever an incoming cell is dropped as a result of queue overflow, cells from the end of the per VC queue are dequeued and dropped, up to but not including the EOM cell of the previous packet. Then, a similar algorithm as the drop-tail scheme is employed to drop subsequent cells until the end of the packet, including the EOM cell. The advantage of this scheme is that all cells belonging to a corrupted TCP packet will be dropped, leading to more efficient utilization of link bandwidth.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show our simulation results of the two cell-drop schemes for the same network configuration as in Figure 2 . Figure 9 compares the throughput performance of the TCP sessions for the two schemes. It can be observed that the drop-kil scheme rcsults in an average TCP throughput of 18.5 Mbps, representing a 20% decrease in throughput over that of the flow-controlled scheme and a 24% improvement over that of the simple cell-drop sessions. Figure 9 also shows that the drop-whole scheme results in a more significant improvement in throughputs. The average throughput for the six TCP sessions is approximately 22.5 Mbps, representing a 3% decrease in throughput over that of the flow controlled scheme and a 50% improvement over that of the performance of simple cell-drop scheme. of about 25% TCP retransmission, compared with 38% for the simple cell-crop scheme. Figure 11 shows that by freeing up additional bandwidth, the drop-whole scheme is able to reduce the TCP retransmission percentage to about 18%. 
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shows that the simple cell-drop scheme has the lowest cell-loss rate, 6.5%, but the highest TCP retransmission rate, 38%. On the other hand, the drop-whole scheme has the highest cell-drop rate, 17%, but the lowest TCP retransmission rate, 18%. The drop-tail scheme falls in the middle with a 7.5% cell-loss rate and a 25% TCP retransmission rate. These values illustrate that an effective discard of useless cells can improve effectiveness link utilization. Although large buffers can prevent cell-loss and achieves comparable TCP performance as the AN2 flow control scheme, the large buffer requirement tends to be prohibitively expensive, especially over a wide-area network. Since the drop-tail and the simple cell-drop schemes can achieve better performance only lhrough large buffers, they are unlikely to be viable to provide congestion control in ATM networks.
Switch Cell Loss
However, thc drop-whole scheme can achieve high throughput even at the per VC queue size of 256 cells ( Figure  12 ). As shown, at per VC queue of 256 cells, the throughput value (22.5 Mbps) of the drop-whole scheme is already at 98%
of the optimal value (23.2 Mbps). The high throughput performance of the drop-whole scheme can be contributed to TCPs effective reactive congestion control mechanism for packet networks; the drop-whole scheme resembles a packet network in that it discards cells of an entire IP packet during network congestion. Even though its TCP throughput perrormance is very good, the drop-whole scheme has a 17% TCP retransmission rate at the per VC queue size of 256 cells.
This retransmission rate can introduce excessive delay and can bc a concern to interactive and real-time applications, especially when the TCP retransmission timer granularity is at 500 ms with the slow-timer mechanism. At per VC queue size of 512 cells, however, the TCP retransmission rate is reduced to around 7.5%, representing a marked increase in 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a simulation study of the performance of TCP in a congested ATM local area network.
Our simulation results show that with a simple cell-drop scheme TCP suffered severe performance degradation during congestion. Selective cell-drop schemes can improve TCP performance by reclaiming some of the wasted bandwidth in a simple cell-drop scheme. However, Lero ccll loss, full link utilization, and maximal TCP performance are achieved wilh the ATM-level AN2 flow control scheme.
A comparison of TCP performance for the various proposed ATM-level congestion control schemes [ 15, 20, 18, 121 would be of great interest to the networking community, as they would reveal interesting interaction between the ATM layer and higher-layer protocols. An ongoing effort at Sandia is to include in our simulation model the above proposals as well as other Emsport-layer protocols, such as IPX, NFS etc., and different source traffic models. These additions will provide a more comprehensive set of metrics for evaluating the various congestion control proposals.
